Grapple with enduring questions…

Who am I and why am I here?
What is the meaning of life?
Is right and wrong just a matter of opinion?
Is beauty really in the eye of the beholder?
Does science tell us what is real?
Does God exist?

Why Study Philosophy?

- Develop a critical eye, sharp analytic skills, and a flexible mind.
- Understand and address problems, and recognize opportunities.
- Connect your work to your life, your values, and your goals.
- Get higher scores on the GRE, LSAT, GMAT.

...for GE credit!
Phil 57 “Logic & Critical Reasoning” (A3)
Phil 9 “Math & Logic for GE” (B4)
  Phil 9W “Math & Logic Workshop”
Phil 66 “Intro to Aesthetics” (C1)
Phil 10 “Intro to Philosophy” (C2)
Phil 61 “Moral Issues” (C2)
Phil 70A “Ancient Philosophy” (C2)
Phil 70B “Modern Philosophy” (C2)
Phil 12 “Philosophy of the Person” (E)

Plus more upper division GE offerings!

Extracurricular activities include the Philosophy Club and Ethics Bowl, where teams analyze difficult ethical problems drawn from a variety of practical and professional contexts.

MAJOR: Phil 9 or Phil 57, Phil 70A&B, and eight upper division philosophy courses (at least one from Phil 190- or Phil 290-series)
MINOR: 18 units of philosophy courses, nine of which must be upper division

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.sjsu.edu/philosophy